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1.  Introduction: the nature of economics 

Over the years, environmentalists have expressed considerable hostility towards 
economics and economists. The view is that economics is part of the problem rather 
than the solution; economics is seen as the ideology of those who exploit the 
environment and consistently dismiss environmental concerns as `too expensive'. Too 
often political leaders and others argue that new measures to protect the environment 
would cost jobs and restrict growth and would therefore diminish community 
wellbeing. 
 
For those who have investigated the issues more deeply, the suspicion of economics 
arises from its apparently inordinate emphasis on the powers of markets to solve 
problems. Indeed, what is sometimes called the Fundamental Theorem of Economics 
states that a nation's welfare is maximised when private individuals are left to pursue 
their own interests through competitive markets. For environmentalists, the selfish acts 
of corporations and individuals are the principal cause of the our environmental 
problems and it seems perverse to suggest that they can be the solution. 
 
There is a great deal of truth in these suspicions, and I generally share them. On the 
other hand, I find that I use economics constantly to argue in favour of greater levels of 
environmental protection. In this lecture, therefore, I want to ask whether economics is 
necessarily antithetical to high levels of environmental protection. 
 
Professor John Nevile of the University of NSW has written a very interesting paper 
entitled `Economic rationalism: Social philosophy masquerading as economic science'. 
He describes an economic rationalist as `one who believes that there are very few 
exceptions to the rule that the market is the best way of deciding what is to be produced 
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and how it is to be produced' (Nevile 1997: 3). It is simply incorrect, he declares, to 
.argue that the policies of economic rationalism follow from the principles of economics 
- and here Nevile means conventional or neoclassical economics. Economic rationalism 
is an explicit political program pursued by some economists and political philosophers 
who share a particular set of political beliefs. These beliefs are founded on one 
overriding belief, the belief that individual freedom is the greatest good. Here, 
`freedom' means freedom to pursue one's own wishes without constraints imposed by 
others. It is this value judgement that leads directly to the belief in the benefits of 
unfettered markets and minimal government. As a result, economic rationalists tend to 
fail to recognise, or place little emphasis on, situations in which markets do not work 
well. As a result they strongly emphasise the oppressive aspects of government. 
 
Clearly, placing individual freedom above collective responsibility, and placing the 
right to individual freedom before the right to be free of deprivation, are value 
judgements. I would suggest that the widespread hostility to economists and economic 
rationalists arises from the fact that the great bulk of people place a different emphasis 
on these things and resent the fact that economic rationalists maintain that their value 
judgements are not value judgements at all but simply follow from the logic of 
economic efficiency. 
 
Nevile's argument is that economic rationalism springs not from economics but from a 
particular social philosophy, one that gives a heavy emphasis to individual freedoms. 
There are good grounds for believing that economic rationalism is unsympathetic to 
high levels of environmental protection; but there is a persuasive argument that high 
levels of environmental protection are quite consistent with conventional economics.1

 

 
It is true, however, that high levels of environmental protection do require limits on 
individual freedoms, a theme I will return to throughout this essay. 

2. When markets fail 

If we look a little more closely at conventional economics, there is considerable scope 
for arguments and analysis that suggest much higher levels of environmental 
protection. Essentially, conventional economics argues that social welfare will be 
maximised if individuals are allowed to pursue their own interests in competitive 
markets, as long as various conditions are met. These caveats are crucial. With respect 

                                                 
1 I actually believe that conventional economics is, in its very structure, antithetical to sustainability for 
reasons that go beyond the issues canvassed in this paper. These arguments are explored in my book 
The Mystic Economist (1994). 
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to environmental `goods and services'2

 

, the conditions that must be met before 
markets will deliver the best social outcome include the following. 

1. There are no externalities associated with production and consumption, i.e. in 
each process of production and consumption there are no significant costs or benefits 
imposed on parties other than the immediate producer and consumer. Air pollution 
from a steel plant is an example of an external cost arising from production. 
 
2. Well-functioning markets exist for all environmental `goods and services'. In 
other words, everything that affects people's welfare must be able to be bought and 
sold. This immediately raises the question of common property resources such as the 
air and oceans. 
 
3. There are no public goods, that is goods in which provision to one person does 
not preclude provision to others and where consumption by one person does not 
diminish the amount available for others to consume. Typical examples include 
national defence and street lighting. 
 
4. Information about goods and services is adequate for consumers and producers 
to make proper judgements about what is in their best interests. This information 
includes the availability and prices of environmental goods and services and the 
consequences now and in the future for one's own welfare of producing and 
consuming them. 
 
It is obvious that while these conditions alight prevail at the vegetable or fish market, 
when we consider the `demand' for threatened species or the ,market' for unpolluted 
waterways they clearly break down. In fact, these conditions do not even prevail in 
the vegetable and fish markets. Vegetable production may impose large costs on 
others - through the use of dangerous pesticides, for example - which are not reflected 
in the prices of carrots and snow peas. Fish stocks are found in the oceans, a common 
property resource, and are subject to over-fishing. Markets fail all of the time. In the 
past, the failures with respect to the environment have for the most part been regarded 
as insufficiently serious to warrant intervention. With increasing pressure on natural 
environments worldwide over the last 30 years or so, the failure of markets has 
become much harder to ignore. 
 
                                                 
2 These expressions are used advisedly. Characterising the natural environment as a catalogue of goods 
and services and using terms such as 'resources' and 'natural capital' imply a particular utilitarian 
philosophical position, one I do not share (see Hamilton 1994). 
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What does economics say should be done when markets fail? There are a number of 
possible solutions. The more dogmatic economic rationalists will argue that, wherever 
possible, governments should only act to create the legal and institutional framework 
in which markets can exist and operate efficiently. This attachment to markets has led 
to some rather extremist proposals from the 'free-market school' of environmental 
economists, including the division of common property resources into private 
property. For example, old-growth forests and the oceans would be divided into 
portions and sold to the highest bidder. 
 
These hard-liners are preoccupied with private property rights rather than outcomes 
and argue that as long as rights to private property are properly defined and enforced 
then whatever the market brings will be the optimal outcome. More moderate 
economists are unwilling to condone whatever the market brings; markets fail and 
even 'well-functioning' ones may not produce socially optimal outcomes. 
 
In recent years a new school of thought has emerged to directly challenge 
conventional economics. The distinguishing characteristics of ecological economics 
fall into two classes, technical and philosophical. Ecological economics recognises 
that the economy is contained within the global ecosystem so that complex 
interdependence, feedbacks and the scale of economic activity are critical.3

 

 It also 
recognises that people are citizens as well as consumers and thus respond to ethical 
considerations as well as economic self-interest. Both through collective and 
individual decision processes, citizens make decisions on the basis of what they 
believe is right. The anthropocentrism of conventional economics can be contrasted 
with the ecocentrism of ecological economics. Ecocentrism is the view that 
everything natural, including natural processes, has intrinsic value, that is, value in 
itself. 

Ecological economics is still developing the practical tools for helping to find 
sustainable solutions, and in this essay I will confine myself to the ways in which 
conventional economics can be used to support environmental protection. 
Ecological economics requires some fundamental rethinking of attitudes and belief 
systems and is therefore a longer-term project. 
 
Now I would like to discuss some practical examples of the ways in which 
economic analysis can be used to strengthen the case for environmental protection. 
To do so I will draw on five studies I have been involved in over the last decade, 

                                                 
3 For a more detailed exposition of ecological economics see Hamilton (1997). 
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starting with an analysis of the economics of logging old-growth forests. It should 
be stressed that the argument for protection is rarely just an economic one; in most 
cases ethical considerations are crucial. 
 
3. Environmental values of old-growth forests 

For environmentalists, logging of native forests is an ethical issue rather than an 
economic. Yet political decision makers are strongly influenced by economic 
arguments that centre on the value of output, the value of exports and the number of 
jobs provided. (Actually, the jobs question is principally an ethical one too.) 
Economic analysis can be used to put these economic values into perspective and to 
point out in a rather direct way what is being sacrificed to have the economic 
benefits. 
 
In 1991 the Resource Assessment Commission undertook an assessment of the costs 
and benefits of ending logging in the National Estate forests of Southeast NSW and 
East Gippsland (Streeting and Hamilton 1991). National Estate forests are those 
determined by the Heritage Commission to have high conservation value. The 
principal costs and benefits of ending logging in these areas (which contain about a 
sixth of the entire timber resource of the region) are set out in Table 1. 
 
Table 1 Major benefits and costs of cessation of logging 
 

Benefits Costs 
Capital and labour cost Value of forgone sawlogs and  
- forest management pulp logs 
- log harvesting  
- log transport  
- sawmilling  
- chip mill  
  
Avoidance of damage to natural  Economic costs of 
environment Unemployment (of labour 
- ecological values and capital) 
- wilderness values  
- heritage values  
 Social costs of unemployment 
 of labour 
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The major costs of ending logging included in the study were: 
 
the forgone value of sawlogs and pulp logs; and 
the economic and social costs of unemployment in the region. 
 
The values of sawlogs and pulp logs are relatively easy to measure using their market 
prices. The costs to the economy of unemployment are more difficult to measure but 
estimates can be made. The social costs of unemployment (community dislocation, 
personal hardship, etc.) cannot be accurately assessed, but the problem was tackled 
by including in the analysis the financial costs of a government compensation and 
retraining package for affected timber towns. 
 
The principal benefits of ending logging were identified as: 
 
the savings in labour and capital no longer used in logging, saw milling and wood 
chipping; and 
the environmental values of the preserved forests (including, among other values, 
their ecological, wilderness and heritage values). 
 
The savings in labour and capital can easily be measured, but we run into serious 
problems when trying to measure environmental values in economic terms. 
 
Setting aside the environmental values and the social costs of unemployment, the 
study estimated that the net cost (the discounted costs minus the discounted 
benefits) of ending logging in high conservation national estate areas would be $11 
million - see Table 2. It is very important to note here that a proper economic 
analysis assesses the net contribution of an activity, that is, the total benefits less the 
total costs (suitably discounted). In political debate, proponents of development 
(whether it be a new mine in Kakadu, logging old growth forests or a new marina) 
frequently say that the project is worth, say, $250 million when this refers to the 
total value of the minerals or the total expenditure on the marina. In economic 
terms, the contribution of the project to national welfare is the net return on the 
project (and not gross sales, exports or investment costs). 
 
The study then asked the following question: if we could measure the environmental 
benefits of ending logging in monetary terms, how much would they need to be 
worth to offset the economic losses from ending logging? The answer of course is 
$11 million. This amounts to a once-off payment of $1.55 for each adult in NSW 
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and Victoria (Table 2). In other words, if the question can be posed in economic 
terms, then ending logging would produce net benefits to Australia if adult residents 
of NSW and Victoria were willing to pay more than $1.55 for the environmental 
values of the forests. This provides a threshold for the environmental values. 
 
Table 2 Environmental threshold values with and without a compensation 
package for the National Estate forests of Southeast NSW and East Gippsland 
(net present values at 7% discount rate) 
 
Values Without a compensation 

package 
With a compensation 
package 

Total ($m) $11 m $43 m 
Per capita ($) $1.55 $6.05 
 
Source: Streeting and Hamilton (1991) Table 5.9 
 
So far the only major impact not accounted for is the social cost of unemployment. 
The issue of unemployment needs to be taken very seriously because, especially in 
times of high unemployment, people's livelihoods are at stake. Like the 
environmental issues, this is an ethical issue first and foremost. From an equity 
viewpoint it seems only fair that those who benefit from preservation of 
environmental values should compensate those who bear the costs of ending 
logging, i.e. the workers and small businesses in the industry. One way to do this 
is to incorporate a compensation and retraining package for affected workers. The 
RAC study developed such a package for analysis based on the Fraser Island 
model. The overall cost of the package was estimated at $40 million over three 
years. When the cost of this package is taken into account the net cost of ending 
logging in the National Estate forests, excluding the environmental costs, totals 
$43 million. This translates into a once-off payment of $6.05 per adult in NSW 
and Victoria (Table 2). 
 
Most people view environmental questions as ethical issues first and economic issues 
second, and believe that trying to convert the values of native forests into money 
prices is perverse. Nevertheless, it is very likely that if given the opportunity residents 
of NSW and Victoria would on average pay a great deal more than $6.05 to preserve 
the forests in question. The RAC carried out a household survey (using the contingent 
valuation method) and found that the per person median willingness to pay to prevent 
logging in these forests is $22 per annum (RAC 1992, Volume 1, p. 417). 
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This study of logging used conventional economic analysis to demonstrate that ending 
logging in National Estate forests would probably increase national welfare. To do 
this it began by recognising that there are external effects associated with logging - 
the environmental costs from logging and the social benefits of employment. When 
the value of the external effects is taken into account logging appears to result in net 
costs to the community. 
 
The answer to market failure in this case is to impose limits on production activity to 
reduce the extent of the external costs. The preferred method has been to exclude 
logging from areas of high conservation value. Dogmatic economic rationalists would 
argue that the answer is to create a real rather than hypothetical or political market for 
the environmental values by parcelling up the forests and auctioning them off. Those 
who place a high value on conservation can then buy up parts of the forest and use 
them for conservation. That this defies the laws of ecology and arbitrarily substitutes a 
private market process for a public political process has little impact. 
 
Did the RAC's analysis of the south-east forests have any impact on decisions? It is 
rarely easy to determine what factors have most influence on political decisions 
especially ones as complex and continuing as forest protection. But it appears that this 
study had very little impact. It did reveal that the industry in the region was 
economically marginal, but in practical political terms it is not enough to deal with job 
losses by way of a compensation and retraining package. 
 
4. The Kakadu contingent valuation survey 

In the study of National Estate forests the environmental values were inferred from a 
cost-benefit study. In the next case study, an attempt was made to put a dollar value 
directly on the `environmental good' in question. Using the `total value framework', 
assessment of the environmental values in economic terms allows comparison with 
the usual economic costs and benefits of the proposed development. 
 
As part of its inquiry into the proposed mine at Coronation Hill in Kakadu National 
Park, the Resource Assessment Commission conducted a contingent valuation survey 
of the environmental values of the area (Imber, Stevenson and Wilks 1991). The 
contingent valuation method (CVM) attempts to create a hypothetical market for an 
environmental (or other) good through a public opinion survey. The application of the 
technique to Kakadu was the first large-scale use of the method in Australia and was 
an experiment in the use in public policy making of the new suite of 'non-market 
valuation' methods that had been developed and refined in the USA in particular. 
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The first stage was to describe the `good' in detail, in this case the environmental 
values of the Coronation Hill area. This involved a description of the likely impacts of 
the mine on the local environment. As there were two sharply different perceptions of 
the likely impacts - a mining company perspective and an environmentalists 
perspective - two scenarios were defined and half of the sample received each one. 
They were known as the `minor impact' and `major impact' scenarios. 
 
It might be noted that this represents an information failure. If the environmental 
values of Coronation Hill can be characterised as a `good' (for which there was no 
market), then the nature of the good and its potential contribution to our welfare was 
very uncertain. From this point of view, much of the work of the Commission's 
inquiry was taken up by studies of the ecological and archaeological values of the 
area. The Commission also spent a great deal of time trying to uncover the spiritual 
and social significance of the Coronation Hill area for the traditional owners, the 
Jawoyn people. When we begin discussing sacred sites in terms of information failure 
for a good in an incomplete market, the absurdity of taking the economic approach too 
far becomes apparent.4

 
 

The next stage was to ask people how much they would be willing to pay to prevent 
mining. Before being asked they are reminded that preventing the mine will have 
economic costs, and that this is only one of many environmental issues that may costs 
the respondent money. 
 
On hearing of this and similar studies, most people at this point begin expressing a 
series of objections to the contingent valuation method, suggesting ways in which it 
will give biased results. There are indeed a number of ways in which responses to the 
survey may not reflect people's true willingness to pay to protect the environment. 
Here is not the place to detail these sources of potential bias, but I might point out that 
every objection one might think of about how the CVM may give biased results (and a 
number of more subtle ones) has been carefully considered by the bevy of clever 
economists who have devoted the careers to this sort of work. Almost every one of the 
objections can be answered convincingly. 
 
In the Kakadu survey, over 2000 face-to-face interviews were conducted. The results 
indicated that Australians would be willing to pay over $120 per person per year for 
10 years to avoid the damage described in the major impact scenario and over $50 to 
avoid the damage from the minor impact scenario. This translates into a total 

                                                 
4 I discuss this at length in Hamilton (1994). 
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willingness to pay of around $1.5 billion for the major impact case and $650 million 
for the minor impact scenario (Table 3).5

 
 

Table 3 Willingness to pay to prevent mining at Coronation Hill 
 
 Major impact 

Scenario 
Minor impact 
Scenario 

Median willingness to pay ($) $123.80 $52.80 
Total willingness to pay ($m) $1,518 m $647 m 
 
Source: Imber, Stevenson and Wiiks 1991 
 
The analysis therefore indicates that, if it makes sense to place a dollar value on 
the environmental values that would be lost if mining occurred (an assumption 
which I believe is invalid), then the Australian community would be at least $647 
million worse off as a result of the loss of environmental values. The 
environmental costs need to be compared to the net economic benefits of the mine. 
This is relatively easy to measure simply by subtracting the flow of costs of 
mining (wages, equipment, etc.) from the flow of benefits (the value of the 
minerals) suitably discounted. The net benefits (net present value at a discount rate 
of 8%) of the mine were assessed by ABARE at $82 million over the 12-year life 
of the mine (RAC 1991, Vol. 1 p.135). 
 
The conclusion is stark. The losses in environmental values are much greater than 
the economic benefits of the mine, and economic welfare would be markedly 
reduced if the mine proceeded. Did the decision makers take notice of the 
application of apparently hardheaded economic analysis? The answer is `no'. The 
then Finance Minister Peter Walsh dismissed the CV study as a `shoddy piece of 
work', without having read it, and the mining industry launched a full-scale attack, 
accusing the Resource Assessment Commission of being infested with greenies. 
 
As in the case of the study of native forest logging, the application of economics to 
Coronation Hill was not very effective in promoting greater environmental 
protection because the decision makers, and the public to the extent that they were 
aware of them, were not convinced that the issues at hand could be understood 
economically. In that sense, I think they were quite right. Decisions were 
                                                 
5 I am summarising here and leaving out a number of important qualifications. One to note is that the 
willingnesses to pay are medians rather than means, although for the sake of exposition I have here 
treated them as if they were means. 
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appropriately made on the basis of expressed or inferred community values. It might 
be said that the Kakadu CV study could be interpreted as a straight public opinion 
poll. As such it was clear, at least to Prime Minister Hawke, that a large majority of 
Australians were opposed to the mine. Hawke thus banned mining at Coronation 
Hill.6

 
 

Part of the reason why economic assessment of the environmental values of National 
Estate Forests and Coronation Hill were not very influential is that the environmental 
values at stake did not have direct and significant commercial implications. This was 
not the case with the third illustration I would like to discuss, an evaluation of the 
contribution of koalas to the Australian tourism industry. 
 
5. The economic value of koalas 

In 1997 Tor Hundloe and I carried out a study of the contribution of koalas to the 
Australian tourism industry (Hundloe and Hamilton 1997). The study was 
commissioned by the Australian Koala Foundation which believed that governments 
and the public, while reasonably well-informed about the threats to koalas, were 
unaware of the economic importance of this creature. 
 
It has been understood for some years that Australia's unique and fascinating wildlife 
is a vital factor in attracting foreign tourists. A large and rapidly growing part of the 
Australian economy has been built on the promotion of images of exotic fauna and 
outback expanses. 
 
Koalas appear to play an especially important role in foreign images of Australia. 
While there has been considerable evidence of the importance of koalas to some 
segments of the inbound tourism market, the results of the new study indicated that 
the iconic status of koalas is even greater than previously believed. When asked which 
animals they particularly wanted to see in travelling to Australia, 72 per cent of 
respondents nominated koalas. Along with kangaroos (66 per cent), koalas were by 
far the most popular creature (see Table 4). 
 
Table 4 Wildlife overseas visitors particularly wanted to see in Australia 
 

                                                 
6 Although the environmental values of Coronation Hill were public goods, there were significant 
private property issues. In 1997, the High Court ruled that the mining company was entitled to 
compensation from the Commonwealth because the Government had taken rights embodied in the 
mining leases. 
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Wildlife species Percentage of respondents 
Koalas 72 
Kangaroos 66 
Parrots 19 
Emu 18 
Platypus 18 
Dingo 15 
Other 12 
None 13 

Source: Hundloe and Hamilton 1997 
 
In our study, we emphasised at the outset that in assessing the economic value of 
koalas to tourism we do not believe that this is what koalas are `worth'. Ethical 
considerations are sufficient motivation to protect Australia's biological diversity. 
Their economic contribution may provide additional justification for protection 
measures. 
 
The study was based largely on a survey of 419 departing foreign tourists. The survey 
was conducted at Sydney and Brisbane airports and included administration of a 
Japanese translation to 115 Japanese visitors. Among the results of the survey, we 
discovered that: 
 
67 per cent of respondents said that nature-based activities were quite important or 
very important to their experience in Australia (see Table 5); 
75 per cent of inbound tourists said that they hoped to see a koala when making the 
decision to come to Australia, and 70 per cent of departing tourists reported that they 
had actually seen one; and 
 when asked whether they would have changed their decision to come to Australia if 
there were no unique wildlife, 11 per cent said `yes'. 
 
Table 5  Importance of nature-based activities to inbound tourists 
 
Importance of nature-based activities Percentage of respondents 
Very important 25 
Quite important  42 
Not very important 21 
Not important at all  12 
Source: Hundloe and Hamilton 1997 
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This last figure was used to estimate the tourist revenue that would be lost in the 
absence of unique Australian wildlife, of which the koala is an extremely important 
part. Applying this proportion to 1996 tourism revenue of $16.1 billion gives $1.8 
billion, an upper bound on the contribution of koalas to the Australian tourism 
industry, a figure that is likely to rise to $2.5 billion in the year 2000. 
 
The study also estimates the amounts spent on viewing koalas and `koalabilia' in 
Australia - taking account of the costs of visiting zoos and wildlife parks, photographs 
with koalas, souvenirs and a proportion of travel costs to Australia. This is only a 
partial evaluation of the `koala industry' and so provides a lower bound on the 
economic contribution of koalas. The estimated expenditure is $336 million per 
annum.7

 
 

Based on these upper and lower bounds, our best estimate of the contribution of 
koalas to the Australian tourism industry and thus the Australian economy was around 
$1.1 billion. Given the difficulties in a study like this, this figure should be regarded 
as an order of magnitude only. A figure of $1.1 billion translates into around 9,000 
jobs directly accounted for by koalas. These are expected to increase rapidly over the 
next decade. 
 
In the economic way of thinking, koalas in the wild can be regarded as a public good 
in the sense that `consumption' of a koala experience by one person does not diminish 
`consumption' by another. To the extent that koalas (together with other aspects of 
Australia's unique natural environment) increase tourism expenditure in Australia, 
koalas might be thought of as an input into the tourism industry, one that they do not 
pay for. 
 
Access to koalas can, however, be privatised i.e. made excludable, and indeed most 
tourists have their koala experiences in zoos and wildlife parks which are fenced off and 
charge an entrance fee.8

                                                 
7 It should be noted that this is expenditure on koala-related activities (or at least some of them). The economic 
contribution is properly estimated by the profits from this activity, although in times of unemployment the 
economic contribution will be higher. 

 In this case the market works. Resources are expended in 
providing the koala experience which is then owned exclusively by the producer, to 
`consume' the good customers must pay the price (the entrance fee), and there are no 

8 The debate over the ethics of 'koala cuddling' suggests this may not be entirely true. Excessive cuddling 
may shorten the life of koalas. 
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major issues of external effects, public goods or information failure. For the dogmatic 
economic rationalist this is heaven. 
 
However, that is not the end of the story. Even if we stay within the economic 
framework, the availability of koalas in zoos and parks provides a very different set of 
benefits to the existence of koalas in the wild. Koalas in captivity and koalas in the wild 
are different `goods'. In other words, the Japanese tourist who sees a koala in captivity 
does not have the same experience as the Australian who appreciates the fact that there 
are koalas out there in their natural habitat, even though they may never be seen. 
Environmental economists would distinguish between the recreation value and the 
existence value of koalas in these situations. 
 
Koalas in the wild are of course subject to all of the problems of market failure and the 
only effective solution is to place restrictions on individual freedoms, such as the 
freedom to destroy koala habitat on private land. This was precisely the objective of the 
NSW Government in introducing State Environment Planning Policy Number 4 (SEPP 
44) which some land owners (even lease holders) have interpreted as a denial of their 
rights. 
 
What impact did our assessment of the economic contribution to the tourism industry 
have? It must be reported that it appears to have had very little impact, even on the 
tourism industry. The few operators that specialise in or rely heavily on providing 
koala experiences are very conscious of the importance of protection, but the rest of 
the tourism industry is largely indifferent. This may be because they do not 
understand the contribution of Australia's natural environment to tourism or because 
they do not perceive any threat to their business from environmental degradation 
including the possible disappearance of koalas. It will take more than one study of the 
economics of the koala to change that perception. 
 
6. Ecological tax reform 

So far I have illustrated how economics might be used to promote environmental 
protection by reference to particular issues - forest protection, mining in sensitive 
areas and preserving koalas. The next case focuses on policy tools rather than 
particular issues. I refer to the broad approach to environmental policy known as 
ecological tax reform. The Australia Institute has published a detailed ecological tax 
reform package that has attracted widespread interest (Hamilton, Hundloe and 
Quiggin 1997). 
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The tax system can be a potent device for influencing behaviour. In addition to its 
revenue raising and redistributive functions, the tax system may be used to encourage 
activities that are socially and environmentally useful and to discourage activities that 
are not. In practice, many aspects of the existing tax system discourage employment 
and investment and encourage pollution and excessive resource use. The Howard 
Government's proposed GST Tax Package contains a number of measures - mostly 
associated with changes to excise on fuels - that would have serious negative effects 
on atmospheric emissions.9

 

 The failure to consider the environmental impacts of the 
proposed tax changes illustrates how far we have to go before our political leaders and 
public servants in key economic agencies begin to think seriously about sustainability. 

The objective of ecological tax reform (ETR) has been defined as follows. 
 
Ecological tax reform involves shifting a large proportion of taxation off the value-
adding activities of people (employment, enterprise and investment) and onto the value-
subtracting use of energy and resources and associated creation of wastes and 
pollution?10

 
 

Changing price signals is a critical aspect of ecological tax reform, but the way in which 
the revenue raised from environmental taxes and charges is spent is also an essential 
part of ETR. ETR is not a precise set of proposals but a suite of potential revenue and 
spending reforms aimed at improving environmental performance without generating 
economic costs. An appropriately designed tax reform package may actually increase 
economic growth and employment by overcoming some distortions in the economy. 
This phenomenon is known as the `double dividend'. 
 
The rationale for ETR is the theory of optimal taxation, a body of work that arises 
directly out of conventional economics. The key issue is the extent to which the existing 
structure of taxes causes the allocation of resources among economic activities to 
deviate from the allocation that would prevail in the absence of taxes in an economy 
characterised by competitive markets, and whether the new tax structure would be more 
or less distortionary. 
 
To the extent that economic activities have external effects that are not reflected in the 
prices of goods and services, markets will have `distortions' that will result in an 
allocation of resources (including natural resources) to activities in a way that is less 
                                                 
9 For a detailed analysis of the implications of the GST Package for atmospheric emissions see Turton and 
Hamilton (1998). 
10 David Gee quoted in Hamilton, Hundloe and Quiggin (1997). 
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than optimal. The rationale for ecological tax reform is that it corrects for distortions 
that arise from the existence of external effects. 
 
In designing the ecological tax reform package, we were very sensitive to the potential 
impacts of environmental taxes and charges on social equity. 
 
We therefore assessed the effects of each measure on poorer households and, where 
there is a regressive effect, put forward offsetting measures. However, the regressive 
impact of environmental measures is not as significant as is generally believed. 
Moreover, the regressive effects of failing to take measures to protect the environment 
are likely to be much more regressive than measures to protect the environment since, 
as a rule, poorer households suffer more from environmental degradation. This is an 
extremely important point that is consistently overlooked by policy makers. 
 
The ETR report compares two scenarios over the period 1997-2020 - the `business 
as usual' scenario (BAU) and the ecological tax reform scenario (ETR). The impacts 
of the policy measures on a range of environmental, economic and social equity 
indicators are evaluated. 
 
The ETR package includes policy measures in the areas of atmospheric emissions, 
water use, solid and industrial wastes, natural amenities and forests. In the case of 
atmospheric emissions, the measures are aimed at reducing greenhouse gas emissions 
in the electricity, industrial and transportation sectors. They also reduce urban air 
pollution and result in significant net job creation. The measures include a carbon tax 
levied at a rate of $23 per tonne of CO2, which raises $6.3 billion per annum, the 
abolition of payroll taxes and the introduction of mandatory fuel efficiency standards 
for vehicles. 
 
In the case of water use, the measures are aimed at reducing urban and agricultural 
water consumption in order to protect Australia's riverine ecosystems now under 
severe threat. The measures include a 30% increase in urban water prices, a $25 
billion long-term investment program in water conservation and recycling projects 
and introduction of a full-scale cap and trade system of water permits for the Murray-
Darling Basin. 
 
To tackle solid and industrial wastes the ETR package includes an extensive 
demonstration program for cleaner production technologies, a comprehensive system 
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of load-based licensing for industrial polluters and full cost-recovery charges for 
landfill. 
 
The package also advocates various measures aimed at improving natural amenities and 
protecting high conservation value forests. 
 
The estimated environmental impacts of the ETR package compared to BAU over the 
period 1996-2020 are summarised in Table 6. A down arrow represents a 10% 
deterioration in the indicator (which may reflect an increase in emissions or a decrease 
in environmental quality), while an up arrow represents a 10% improvement. It is 
apparent that some aspects of Australia's natural environment will deteriorate markedly 
if governments adopt the business-as-usual approach. Under the ETR package of 
measures, most indicators improve and some of them improve sharply. 
 
The analysis assessed the likely economic implications of the marked shift towards 
sustainability that the ETR package would bring about. Based on simulations by the 
ORANI model, the ETR package (notably the carbon tax-payroll tax swap) would 
have a small positive effect on economic growth and result in a short-term increase in 
employment of 53,000. The package of measures would induce faster structural 
change in the economy which would inevitably involve costs. Overall, however, it is 
anticipated that over the period 1997-2020 the ETR package could result in an 
additional 250,000 new jobs as well as the protection of jobs in the tourism related 
industries that are at risk from degradation of natural amenities. 
 
Table 6 Environmental impacts of the ETR package  
(changes between 1996 and 2020) 
 
Environmental indicator Business as usual ETR 
Atmosphere   
Greenhouse gas emissions ⇓ ⇑⇑⇑⇑ 
Urban air pollution ⇓ ⇑⇑⇑ 
Water   
Urban water use ⇓⇓⇓⇓ 0 
Irrigation water use ⇑ ⇑⇑⇑ 
Riverine ecosystem health ⇓⇓⇓⇓⇓⇓⇓⇓ ⇑⇑⇑⇑⇑⇑⇑⇑⇑⇑ 
Waste   
Industrial wastes and emissions ⇓⇓⇓⇓⇓⇓ 0 
Industrial resource use ⇓⇓⇓⇓⇓⇓⇓⇓ ⇓⇓⇓⇓ 
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Volume of household and   
Commercial wastes to landfill ⇑ ⇑⇑⇑⇑⇑⇑⇑⇑⇑ 
Amenity and forests   
State of national parks etc ⇓ ⇑ 
Environmental values of    
native forests ⇓⇓⇓⇓⇓⇓ ⇓ 
 
⇓ deterioration of 10% between 1996 and 2020 (i.e. 10% increase in 
environmental pressure) 
⇑ improvement of 10% between 1996 and 2020 (i.e. 10% decrease in 
environmental pressure) 
 
Source: Hamilton, Hundloe and Quiggin 1997 
 
The Institute's work has had a wide influence on environmental thinking in Australia. 
Our approach, our proposals and the numbers used in our analysis have been closely 
followed by the Green Party and the Australian Conservation Foundation in their tax 
and environment policies, and the Australian Democrats have shown a keen interest. 
Of course, it will take much longer to penetrate the conservatism of the main parties. 
 
The analysis follows conventional methods for tackling environmental externalities - 
taxes, charges, subsidies, trading systems and, in some cases, mandatory standards. 
Some of the key numbers were generated by simulations using the ORANI model, an 
economy-wide model used heavily in the past by the Industry Commission and others 
to demonstrate the benefits of economic rationalist policies. It was important that we 
not only put forward the principles of ETR but developed a detailed package and then 
analysed the likely economic, equity and environmental impacts using conventional 
economic methods. 
 
7. The Genuine Progress Indicator 

Finally, I would like to refer to some work which uses conventional economics to 
attack the very citadel of economic rationalism, the belief that the most important 
objective of economic policy is to increase the rate of economic growth. The Australia 
Institute has developed the Genuine Progress Indicator as an alternative to Gross 
Domestic Product (GDP) as a measure of changes in national wellbeing. The GPI, 
more commonly known overseas as the Index of Sustainable Economic Welfare or 
ISEW, has been calculated for a number of other countries and is a very powerful 
device for raising questions about the preoccupation with growth and the lesser 
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importance attributed to environmental protection and the social costs of the growth 
process (Hamilton and Saddler 1997; Hamilton 1998). 
 
The motivation for the GPI is the observation that GDP excludes a range of important 
influences on economic wellbeing and measures others incorrectly. GDP measures only 
the value of goods and services that pass through markets, and it measures their value, 
and therefore their contribution to economic wellbeing, by the prices that markets attach 
to them. Yet we know that an economy with GDP growth of 4% with a high level of 
unemployment is not improving national wellbeing as much as an economy with GDP 
growth of 4% with a low level of unemployment. Similarly, an economy growing at 4% 
is to be preferred if the fruits of growth are distributed more rather than less evenly, if 
output is associated with less rather than more pollution and land degradation, and if 
foreign debt is lower rather than higher. The 23 factors built into the GPI are listed in 
Table 7 along with a sign indicating whether each component is added to or subtracted 
from GDE.11

 
 

The GPI attempts to account systematically for many of these factors to provide a better 
measure of changes in national wellbeing. To construct the GPI we use a number of 
accepted techniques for valuing economic, social and environmental effects that fall 
outside the market or which are inadequately reflected in market prices. The techniques 
include the use of a shadow wage rate, the control cost method, damage cost estimates 
and opportunity costs of lost production, as well as, in one case, willingness to pay. 
 
Table 7 Components of the Australian GPI 
 
Components    
Personal consumption + Costs of industrial accidents - 
Income distribution  Costs of irrigation water use - 
Weighted personal consumption  Costs of urban water pollution - 
Public consumption expenditure (non-
defensive) 

+ Costs of air pollution - 

Value of household and community work + Costs of land degradation - 
Costs of unemployment - Costs of loss of old-growth 

forests 
- 

Costs of underemployment - Costs of depletion of non-
renewable energy resources 

- 

Costs of overwork - Costs of climate change - 
                                                 
11 Or, more accurately, added to or subtracted from the personal consumption component of GDP. 
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Private defensive spending on health and 
education 

- Costs of ozone depletion - 

Services of public capital + Costs of crime - 
Costs of commuting - Net capital growth + 
Costs of noise pollution - Net foreign lending - 
Costs of transport accidents -   

Source: Hamilton and Saddler 1997 
 
The results of the GPI calculations over the period 1950-199,6 tell a powerful story, 
one that contradicts the rosy picture of eternal progress that the GDP figures paint - 
see Figure 1. Adjusted to eliminate the effects of inflation, GDP per Australian rose 
from around $9 000 in 1950 to over $23 000 in 1996, an annual rate of growth of 2.1 
per cent. If we take GDP to be a measure of national wellbeing, then young people 
today are much better off than their parents were; life is much better than it was in the 
1950s and has continued to improve in each decade. 
 
But when account is taken of the 23 other factors included in the Genuine Progress 
Indicator, a radically different picture emerges. The GPI per person rises largely in 
line with GDP throughout the 1950s and 1960s; but everything changes in the 1970s. 
Since the late 1970s, the GPI does not rise at all. The decline would have set in during 
the early 1970s, except for an improvement in income distribution in that decade. The 
sharp divergence between rising GDP and stagnant GPI since the late 1970s indicates 
that for the last two decades in Australia the costs of economic growth have 
outweighed the benefits. 
 
It should be said that although most economists and statisticians acknowledge that 
GDP is a poor measure of national welfare, the GPI as an alternative to GDP does not 
enjoy widespread acceptance among economists. The reason appears to be that the 
GPI, although suggestive, seems arbitrary. At least in the case of GDP there is a single 
rationale for what is in and what is out - market transactions. In the case of the GPI 
each item is included on an ad hoc basis. 
 
But the attraction of GDP is also its greatest weakness as a measure of national 
wellbeing. The essence of GDP is that it measures only what is bought and sold in 
markets. The objective of the GPI is to point out that markets are imperfect and that 
many things that happen outside the market affect our wellbeing. The GPI thus 
internalises some of the external effects of economic activity, and attempts a 
systematic approach to the factors that increase and the factors that diminish our 
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economic wellbeing. There may bean arbitrary element in the choice of components, 
but the inclusion of each is explicit and open to debate. The GDP gives the 
appearance of objectivity but is built on a monumental assumption, that whatever 
passes through a market improves national wellbeing, an assumption that is 
demonstrably false. 
 
8. What are the lessons? 

After reviewing the body of work described in the previous sections, can we conclude 
that the use of conventional economic methods can contribute to greater 
environmental protection? The results are mixed. The work on ecological tax reform 
has taught me a great deal. When we take conservative politicians at their word and 
develop economic instruments such as taxes and charges to tackle environmental 
problems, they suddenly go cold on the idea. Calls for proper economic assessment 
and the use of market-friendly devices are often just a smoke-screen. If one does the 
economic analysis using the conventional economic framework and conventional 
tools, and market-friendly policy measures to protect the environment are put forward, 
the resistance remains. When we put our ecological tax reform proposals to the 
Federal Government the Environment Minister Senator Hill wrote saying that his 
department would look at the proposals but that the Government is opposed to a 
carbon tax, the central pillar of the package. It does not matter how strong the case for 
a carbon tax - even if it can be shown that it will increase growth and employment - in 
the foreseeable future it is unacceptable. In the end, political acceptability counts for 
more than empirical evidence. 
 
This is perhaps an unsurprising conclusion, and to expect otherwise is to be naive. But 
all is not lost. Economic analysis can be a powerful means of strengthening support 
for those who are already predisposed to protecting the environment. It helps if people 
can be persuaded that what they want to do is not only `the right thing to do' but 
makes sense economically as well. It works the other way of course. In arguing its 
case to resist measures to reduce greenhouse gas emissions, the Federal Government 
relied very heavily on economic modelling by the Australian Bureau of Agricultural 
and Resource Economics (ABARE) that purported to show that the costs of emission 
reductions would be huge for Australia. Against this, we at the Australia Institute 
wrote a detailed critique of the ABARE modelling which showed that the cost 
estimates had been grossly inflated by a range of assumptions built into the model 
(Hamilton and Quiggin 1997). For those in Australia, and especially abroad, who 
thought the Australian Government was taking an unreasonable position too heavily 
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influenced by the coal industry, our report was very well received and used to good 
effect in public debate and private negotiations. 
 
Perhaps the most important use of economics then is not to make the economic case 
for greater environmental protection - because it will probably be ignored or 
dismissed by those opposed to greater protection - but to neutralise the economic 
arguments in favour of unrestricted development. Thus when developers or local 
councillors argue that koala habitat protection should not stop development, it helps to 
be able to argue that property developers will profit at the expense of the tourism 
industry. When logging companies argue that logging makes a large contribution to 
the economy, it helps to be able to argue that it does so only because it receives large 
subsidies from the community and that this imposes costs on other industries. When 
the Government argues that a carbon tax will cost jobs in the coal and steel industries, 
it helps to be able to show that more jobs will be created in the services and renewable 
energy industries. 
 
There is a broader message coming through in the public debate over environmental 
protection, a message that is especially important as the era of economic rationalism 
approaches its closing stages. The message is that unregulated markets do not do a 
good job of protecting the environment, and there is a powerful case using 
conventional economic arguments for regulating markets to move towards 
sustainability. 
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